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Religious Activities
Sigma Zeta, a National Honorary Science Society, was founded at Shurtleff College in Alton, Illinois in 1925. The founders sought to include in its membership those juniors and seniors in any field of science and mathematics whom they felt should be recognized for their achievements in sound scholarship. Sigma Zeta has two purposes: to encourage and foster the attainment of a knowledge of the sciences; to recognize the attainment of high scholarship among those fitted for membership in this society. MVC received its charter as the third or Gamma, chapter in 1927. Active membership is extended to any student in the schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Nursing, or Pharmacy above sophomore standing who has a grade point average of 3.00 (A = 4.00) in the sciences and mathematics and a grade point average of 2.75 in all subjects including the sciences and mathematics. Gamma Chapter initiates its new members in the spring of the year at a banquet.
Alpha Omega Alpha

Honorary Medical Fraternity

NEW INITIATES

SOURCES
Andy Leake
John Mueller
Richard Landau
Judith Dunnington
Barry Silver
Hal Lassiter
HOUSESTAFF
Richardson Grinnan
FACULTY
Dr. John Utz

JUNIORS
Adom Steinberg
Elwood Owens
Randy Powell
Ken Crooks
Jack Mahaney
Sally Chesrown
Pete Pardoll
Tom Smith
Frank Martorano
Mike Ross

Alpha Omega Alpha is an Honorary Medical Society founded at the College of Medicine of the University of Illinois in 1902 by William W. Root. The Brown Sequard Chapter at MCV was organized in 1940. Being selected is one of the highest honors a student can be awarded as it demonstrates the highest scholarship and ideals, acceptance of responsibility and leadership, and scientific approach. Alumnus membership is granted for distinctive achievement in the art and practice of scientific medicine.

This year, AOA held a banquet May 20 for new members. The AOA SAMA speaker this year was Dr. John S. Millis, who is Chancellor Emeritus of Case-Western Reserve. The fraternity also was co-sponsor of Medical Student Research and Honors Day held on May 21.
In 1929 the Lambda Chapter of Rho Chi was founded at the Medical College of Virginia. It has had as its object the promotion and recognition of high attainments in the pharmaceutical sciences. Scholarship, leadership, and character determine eligibility for membership. Activities this year included giving Rho Chi Recognition Certificates to sophomores, selling pamphlets on drug abuse, setting up files of all the Pharmacy graduate schools in the country, and setting up a weekly display at the public health department. There is an annual banquet in the spring in which new members are initiated.

Rho Chi

Phyllis Pugh — President
Betty Brown — Vice-President
Lindsay Reavis — Historian

Donna Addington
Marlise Blanks
Phyllis Goodbar

Larry Howard
Jerry Ray
Karen Rudolph
Alpha Sigma Chi

Alpha Sigma Chi is an honorary leadership society organized to serve the college and student body, and to grant recognition to those students who through meeting high standards of leadership, scholarship, and character have demonstrated ability and willingness to play prominent roles in carrying on student activities. Members are selected from the schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy and Nursing. An honorary member is chosen annually among the faculty. This year it was Mr. Hester. A banquet held in the spring highlights the activities of Alpha Sigma Chi and honors the newly selected members.

President
Bill Deyerle

Vice-President
Jim Thweatt

Treasurer
Phyllis Pugh

Secretary
Cathy Ryan
OFFICERS

President — David Love
Vice-President — Steve Budnick
Treasurer — Duane Thompson
Secretary — Jan Gwyer

ELECTED REPRESENTATIVES

M-71  Tom Green
      Robert Hoyt
      Carol Owens
      Luis Owens
M-72  Paul Berenbaum
      Gary Hoffman
      Jesse Jones
      Martin Phillips
M-73  Dean Blair
      Sandy Greenhouse
      Obie Minter
      Harlan Struble
M-74  Steve Davidson
      Alan Sackin
      Lowry Shropshire
      Kathryn Waldrup
D-71  Wayne Brawder
      Robert Ellis
D-72  Steve Budnick
      William Vigione
D-73  Chuck Green
      Mike Tabor
      Bill Walther
D-74  John Mason
      Bob Scully
P-71  Linda Shirk

P-72  Chuck Baker
      Donald Day
P-73  Elizabeth Baucher
      Michael Fitzgerald
      Steven Switzer
N-71  Jan Barnes
      Linda Sturtzer
      Betsy Williams
N-72  Priscilla Shaemaker
      Becky Vaught
      Ann White
Pt-71 Jan Gwyer
      Robert Ellis
Pt-72 Betsy Brucker
      Michael Fitzgerald
      Steven Switzer
MT-71 Sandra Sherrad
      William Burns
HA-71 William Burns
      Neil Shields
GSi  Walter Judd
      Sarah Thomson
RT-71 Bobbie Dillon
      Darothy Kelly
      Jane Nicholson
DH-71 Jan Milner
      Lynn Mundy
NA-71 Sandra Mason
      Zenia Velasco

39
MCV Honor Council

Michael DeReus
Chairman

Lindsay Reavis
Secretary

HONOR COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES

M-71 John Fitzgerald
M-72 Jacob Haun
M-73 London Weeks
M-74 Deborah Murphy
D-71 Michael DeReus
D-72 Fred Smith
D-73 Floyd Herbert
D-74 John Akers
P-71 Lindsay Reavis
P-72 William S. Nicholson
P-73 Helga Kosmahly
N-71 Angie Davis
N-72 Sue Hughes
P-71 Donna Dixon
PT-72 Veronica Drexler
MT Barbara Foard
HA-71 James Barnett
HA-72 James Hubbell
GS Andrew Browe
RT-71 Gayle Polk
RT-72 Linda Tew
RT-73 Laurette Cattrell
DH-71 Jan Milner
DH-72 Marie Arnold
NA-71 Barbara Wheat
NA-72 Margaret Quinby

I Hereby Pledge My Word
of Honor That I
Will Support the
Honor System in
All of Its Details
School Officers

SCHOOL OF NURSING: Freda Horowitz — Vice President; Jeanne Chuchek — President; Alyson Howard — Secretary; Barbara Connaughton — Treasurer.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE: William Tanner — Vice-President; Steve Siegel — President; Sarah Chesrown — Secretary-Treasurer.

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY: Ron Lowry — President; Richard Harris — Secretary-Treasurer.
GRADUATE STUDIES: Left to Right: David Clough — Vice President; B. J. Fowkles — Secretary-Treasurer; Stratford May - President

PHARMACY: Left to Right: Phyllis Pugh — Secretary-Treasurer; Duane Thompson — President

PHYSICAL THERAPY: Left to Right: Randy Walker — President; Ellen Lathem — Secretary-Treasurer

RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY: Left to Right: Linda Tew — Vice President; Gayle Polk — President; Missing is Jane Nicholson — Secretary-Treasurer.
Somebody had better introduce him to Ban!

Banquet for Senior Nurses given by the Department of Nursing.

How did Rodney get a State car?

"Sharon, did you really spike the punch?"

But Doctor, George loves to be practiced on.
X-Ray Staff

Editor
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MCV Christmas Dance
With the Magnificent Men
ETICS
HUNTER D. ADAMS
Alexandria, Virginia
George Washington.

STANLEY HAROLD BECKER
Richmond, Virginia
University of Richmond
Franklin and Marshall
B.S.
Phi Delta Epsilon.

STEPHEN BOBYS
Tokoma Park, Maryland
American University
B.A.
Phi Delta Epsilon; J. Picker Fellow in Radiology.

GARY HARRY ASHER
Richmond, Virginia
Randolph Macon
B.S.

ALAN R. BEEBER
Brooklyn, New York
Brooklyn College.

GARY BROOKS BOKINSKY
Petersburg, Virginia
Washington and Lee
B.S.

AMIELE HASSEN BARKEY
Petersburg, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A. in Biology
Phi Chi; Presiding Senior 4.

GLENN PORTER BIDWELL
East Hartford, Connecticut
University of Connecticut
B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; SAMA.

CHARLES BRADY
Bagley, Iowa
Old Dominion University
B.S.

RANDALL G. BARRE
Richmond, Virginia
University of South Carolina.

JEFFREY L. BIENER
Valley Stream, New York
University of New York
B.S.

THOMAS P. BRIDGE
Charlotte, North Carolina
University of Richmond
B.S.
DAVID BRISTOW  
Richmond, Virginia  
Virginia Military Institute  
B.A.  
Alpha Kappa Kappa.

EDMUND BRODIE  
Norfolk, Virginia  
William and Mary, University of Richmond  
B.S.

BRUCE PHILSON BROWN  
Rochester, Minnesota  
University of Michigan  
B.S.

REX BRUGH III  
Colonial Heights, Virginia  
Virginia Polytechnic Institute  
B.S.  
Alpha Kappa Kappa.

JOHN W. BURNETT  
Richmond, Virginia  
Virginia Polytechnic Institute  
B.S.  
Alpha Kappa Kappa; SAMA; SAMA Representative; Softball.

PHILIP JAY BURSTEIN  
Falls Church, Virginia  
Princeton University  
A.B.  
Basketball; Softball.

DAVID CARNEY  
Newport News, Virginia  
University of Virginia  
B.S.

WILLIAM Z. CATTERTON  
Waynesboro, Virginia  
University of Virginia  
B.S.
SARAH E. CHESROWN
Elyria, Ohio
Indiana University
B.A.
Sigma Zeta; Vice President 1; School Secretary 4.

MARTIN R. COHEN
Brooklyn, New York
Brooklyn College
B.S.

ROBERT COMUNALE
Rahway, New Jersey
Seton Hall University
B.S.

KIRAN KENNEY CROOKS
Richmond, Virginia
College of William and Mary
B.S.
Sigma Zeta; Class Vice President 4; Student Council Representative.

WILLIAM C. CROW
Arlington, Virginia
Duke University
A.B.
SAMA.

JAMES W. DAVIS
Richmond, Virginia
University of Richmond
Medical College of Virginia School of Pharmacy
B.S. in Pharmacy
Alpha Omega Alpha 3, 4, Secretary 4; Alpha Kappa Kappa 3, 4; SAMA 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi Delta Chi; Rho Chi Pharmaceutical Society.

ELDRIDGE DERRING
Newport News, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa.

NORMAN BRADSTREET FIZETTE
Deland, Florida
Stetson University
Vanderbilt University
B.S. in Chemistry
M.S. in Pharmacology.
CAROL FORTIER
Richmond, Virginia
William and Mary
B.A.

WILLIAM FULLER, JR.
Halifax, Virginia
Washington and Lee
B.S.

PARHAM RUSSELL FOX
St. Petersburg, Florida
Vanderbilt University
B.A.
SAMA 1, 2, 3, 4; Picker Research Grant 1; Radiology Case of the Week Award 2, 3; O.R.A.U. Medical Student Fellowship in Nuclear Medicine.

STEPHEN GANDERSON
Norfolk, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.

FRANKLIN L. FREDA
Hampton, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.S.

THOMAS GREEN, JR.
Bristol, Tennessee
University of Richmond
B.S.
Student Council 2, 3, 4; Athletic Representative 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Softball 2, 3, 4; Tennis 3, 4; Volleyball 2, 3, 4.

ERIC FREEMAN
Norfolk, Virginia
Washington and Lee.

MICHAEL HARF
Queens Village, New York
Queens College
B.A.
GERRY HAYES
Timonium, Maryland
Johns Hopkins, B.S.

LARRY A. ISROW
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion University, B.S.
Sigma Zeta; Softball.

WEBB, DARDEN JONES
Whaleyville, Virginia
Hampden-Sydney College, B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; SAMA; Student Council Representative 3.

RICHARD HAYS
Richmond, Virginia
University of Michigan, B.S.

ROBERT LOUIS JAGGER
Bethpage, New York
College of William and Mary, B.S.

DAVID MANN KAPLAN
Roanoke, Virginia
University of Pennsylvania, B.A.
Hotline 3, 4; Alpha Kappa Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Class Vice President 3; Curriculum Committee for Renal System 2; NIMH Fellowship in Psychiatry 2.

RODNEY LEE HITE
Staunton, Virginia
Hunter College, B.A.
SAMA Class Representative.

ROBERT JOHNSON
Norfolk, Virginia
University of Richmond, B.S.

CHARLES KEBLUSEK
McLean, Virginia
Virginia Military Institute, B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; SAMA 1, 2, 3, 4; National Association of Residents and Interns 3, 4; Anesthesiology Externship 2, 3; OB-GYN Externship 3; USAF Senior Medical Student Program 4.

ROBERT HOYT
Alexandria, Virginia
University of Virginia, B.A.
Student Council Representative 4; Volleyball.

RICHARD JONES
Richmond, Virginia
Western Illinois University, B.S.

ROBERT WINFIELD KLING
Roanoke, Virginia
Virginia Military Institute, B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa.
MICHAEL S. KOMAROW
Jamaica, New York
Queens College
B.A.
Director Richmond Hotline; Softball.

JOHN P. MAHANEY, JR.
Richmond, Virginia
VPI
B.S.

HUGH B. McMAMAN
Great Falls, Virginia
Bowdoin College
B.S.
George Washington University
M.S.

JON B. LOWE
Richmond, Virginia
Randolph Macon
B.S.

FRANCIS J. MARTORANO
Norfolk, Virginia
University of Notre Dame
B.S. in Biology
Student Government 2; A. D. Williams Research Grant 1; Pediatrics Research in Summer 2; EKG Extern; Pulmonary Extern.

DAVID H. McNAUGHTON
Annandale, Virginia
University of Idaho
B.S.

KENNETH W. LUCAS, JR.
Williamsburg, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; SAMA Representative 1, 2, 4; Vice-President SAMA 3; Basketball 2, 3, 4; Softball 1, 2, 3, 4.

ROBERT ODALL McGUFFIN, JR.
Roanoke, Virginia
Richmond Professional Institute
B.S.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
M.S.
Extern at St. Luke’s Hospital.

PATRICIA R. McQUADE
Bronx, New York
Mercy College
B.A.
WSAMA President 3.

MARILYN K. LYNAM
Wilmington, Delaware
University of Delaware
B.A.
SAMA Secretary; WSAMA.

ROBERT Z. McLEES
Richmond, Virginia
University of Virginia.

MARY DIANNE MEYER
Annandale, Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
B.S.
GEORGE E. MEYERHOFF
Hurleyville, New York
Syracuse University
B.A. in Philosophy
Athletic Representative 1, 2, 3.

MICHAEL A. NEMIR
Arlington, Virginia
Davidson College
B.S.
American University
M.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Volleyball 1, 2.

CAROL McNALLY OWENS
Harrington, Delaware
University of Delaware
B.A.
WSAMA 1, 2, 3, 4; WSAMA Vice-President 3; Student Council Representative 4; USAF Senior Medical Student 4.

CHARLES C. MOORE, JR.
Richmond, Virginia
Hampden-Sydney College
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4.

MARK L. NICHOLS
Newport News, Virginia
North Carolina State University
B.S.
Basketball 2, 3, 4.

JOHN E. OWENS
Portsmouth, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.S.

JOSEPH RAOUl MORIN
Fairfax, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.S. in Chemistry.

EUGENE BLACKFORD NOLAND
Richmond, Virginia
Hampden-Sydney College
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Student Council Representative 1, 2; Golf.

LOUIS FAIRFAX OWENS, JR.
Whaleyville, Virginia
Duke University
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Student Council Representative 2, 4; Honor Court Representative 3; Basketball 2, 3, 4; USAF Senior Medical Student 4.
PETER M. PARDOLL
St. Petersburg, Florida
Emory University.

GEORGE J. PLANAVSKY
Jackson Heights, New York
Roanoke College
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Basketball; Softball; Volleyball; AAMG/PHS International Fellowship.

CHARLES H. ROBERTSON, JR.
Center Cross, Virginia
Davidson College
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Alpha Omega Alpha; Basketball; Class President 1; Student Council Representative 2, 3, 4; Pulmonary Extern; A. D. Williams Award 1.

LOUIS T. PASTORE
Richmond, Virginia.

STEVEN M. POLLAK
Jackson Heights, New York City
University of Va.

MICHAEL B. ROSS
Canton, Ohio
Western Reserve.

RONALD HALFORD PATTSON
Broadway, North Carolina
Woke Forest University
B.S. in Chemistry; B.S. in Zoology
Alpha Kappa Kappa, Corresponding Secretary 2; President 3; Vice-President of Class 2; Alpha Sigma Chi; A. D. Williams Fellowship 2; SAMA.

RANDALL WAYNE POWELL
Richmond, Virginia
Hampden-Sydney College
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Sigma Zeta 3, 4; Alpha Sigma Chi 3, 4; SAMA Class Representative 1; Secretary 2; President 3; Softball 1, 2, 3, 4.

LLOYD S. ROTHOUSE
Arlington, Virginia
Clark University
A.B.
Alpha Kappa Kappa.

THOMAS EARL PATTON
Dillwyn, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.S. in Chemistry
Alpha Kappa Kappa.

OLE W. RENICK
Richmond, Virginia
VPI
B.S.

PATRICIA ANN ROTHOUSE
Round Hill, Virginia
Bucknell University
A.B. in Psychology.
JEFFREY Rubin
New York City, New York
Columbia University

THOMAS J. ShacoChis
McLean, Virginia
William and Mary

THOMAS Garnett Smith
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion University, B.S.
SAMA Vice President; Alpha Omega Alpha, 4.

Stephen Lawrence Schlesinger
Detroit, Michigan
University of Michigan, B.A. in Psychology
Alpha Kappa Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4, Corresponding Secretary 2;
Alpha Omega Alpha 3, 4, President 4; Sigma Zeta 3, 4; Honor Council Representative 4.

Christopher Newkick Sheap
Virginia Beach, Virginia
University of Virginia, B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa

Randolph W. Stark
Arlington, Virginia
Brigham Young University, B.S.

Arnold J. Schwartz
Norfolk, Virginia
University of Virginia Phi Delta Epsilon

Stephen Robert Siegel
Bellmore, New York
Adelphi University, B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Alpha Sigma Chi; Class President 2, 3;
President of School of Medicine 4; Softball

Adam Nathaniel Steinberg
New York, New York
Harvard University, B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Sigma Zeta; Class Secretary-Treasurer 2, 3; Class President 4; Softball 1, 2, 3.

David A. Schwartz
Akron, Ohio
Ohio Western Reserve University

Robert W. Sjogren, Jr.
Arlington, Virginia
Davidson College, B.S.

James Reid Sterrett
Hixson, Tennessee
Virginia Military Institute, B.S.
Christian Medical Society 3, 4.
Let's all chip in and send the boys to the International Frisbee Festival in Lhasa Tibet.
WILLIAM MICHAEL WARING
Wilmington, Ohio
University of Cincinnati
B.A.

JERRY WEINGARTEN
Brooklyn, New York
Brooklyn College, Lehigh University
B.S.

GARY WHEELER
Narrows, Virginia
Emory and Henry College
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa.

JOHN WIMMER
Roanoke, Virginia
Randolph-Macon College
B.S.;
Basketball; Volleyball.

CHARLES A. WINDLE
Richmond, Virginia
College of William and Mary
B.S.
Alpha Kappa Kappa; Fellowship in Neurology 2, 3; National Foundation of March of Dimes Scholarship Recipient; SAMA.

MELVILLE GARLAND WRIGHT, III
Richmond, Virginia
Virginia Military Institute
B.A.
Alpha Kappa Kappa 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer 3; SAMA 1, 2, 3, 4; Diploma Committee 4; Senior Take-Offs Committee 4.

KENNETH DAVID YOUNER
Brooklyn, New York
New York University
B.A.
Alpha Omega Alpha; Sigma Zeta; SAMA; A. D. Williams Research Fellowship.

ELI J. ZALLER
Bayside, New York
Queens College.
Left to Right: Andrew Leake — Vice President; Lau Kuritsky — Secretary-Treasurer; Dawn Mueller — President.

Rich Andressy
Richard Benda

John Baker
Robert Bennett

Rabley Bates
Paul Berenbaum

Harry Bates
Bob Berezaski

Stephen Becker
Bruce Bernie
Gabriel's Angels
Once I get through my junior year the rest should be a breeze.
Left: "The leg bone's connected to the ankle bone and the ankle bone's connected to the . . .
Right: Hi, Tarzan, where is Jane?
"I wanna go home ..."

James Moore, Jr.
James M. Moore, 3rd
Dawn Mueller
John Mueller

Kenneth Nakdimen
Cecil Nalls
William Naylor
James Neifeld

Richard Nisman
John Owen
David Pariser
James Patterson

Martin Phillips
Robert Porter
Thomas Powers
Joan Quinn
Jump

Right: "I love you, sweetie."

William Reany
Paul Remer
Elizabeth Richardson
Grover Robinson

Lucian Robinson
Coral Ryan
John Ryan
Donald Sanders

Elston Seal, Jr.
Glen Shivel
Barry Silver
Charles Sloane
Above: The honeymoon is over.
Right: Need an explanation?
That's right, mouth, M..O..U..T..H.

So I said to him, "I could care less about this course and...

If he doesn't take his hand off my shoulder, I'm gonna show him what laying on of hands really means!

Blow in my ear and I'll follow you anywhere.
Medicine 1973

Left to Right: Vice President — Tom Meade, Secretary-Treasurer — Darlene Brown, President — Jim Barton.

Paul Altsheler
Donald Baird

Walter Anderson
James Barton

Daniel Armstrong
Archer Baskerville

Fred Arnold
William Belk

Paul Bachwitt
Dean Blair
The powers of concentration fail again.

OK, now drop your drawers and we'll check you for hernia.
Ultrabrite gives your mouth sex appeal??
Doesn't hurt a bit!
Rough date!
Poor student. Very, very tired. Doesn’t rest enough. Doesn’t get 8 hours’ sleep.
Never could think of a caption for this one.

Swinging M-2
David Vaughan
Samuel Vernon
William Wallace
Jerry Ware

Allen Watson
Landon Weeks
George Weidig
Joseph Welch

Joan Whitaker
David Whitehead
James Wigand
Luther Williams

It's orgy time again!
Are you questioning my diagnosis?

M-2's new home — frightening, isn't it?
Medicine 1974

Left to Right: Vice-President — Caesar Pitta, Secretary-Treasurer — Jean Muller, President — Mike Coates

Samuel Adler
Richard Ascoli
Robert Baker
Cyril Barch
Cary Bayne
Edward Bayne
Robert Bettinger
Elizabeth Booker
Charles Brehmer
Bruce Braecker
Bill Brown
Wendy Burke

84
I hope osmosis works. I'll never learn it any other way.
UNOFFICIAL FIRST FLOOR RULES

1. The dormitory is open to females 23 hrs., 58 min., a day seven days a week.
2. No visitation is allowed from 11:59 am to 12:01 pm.
3. Signing guest in will not be tolerated by the First Floor Council.
4. These Official rules apply to all who are before puberty and/or have sexual identity problems.
5. One must be properly attired in the common areas of the hall i.e. suitable to be seen by your mother (remember how she saw you the first time?).
6. Anyone not approving of these rules is cordially invited to screw themselves. (Mr. Weymouth)
7. Gang bangs are not permitted in the halls.
8. Noisy bed springs will be severely punished.
9. Co-ed showers and head privileges will be extended only by hanging a sign up to that effect.
10. Anyone complying with the official rules will be thrown off the floor immediately.

The Housemothers

p.s. This goes for varmints, critters, and various quadrupeds

Alan Edwards
John Edwards
James Evans
Carl Fastabend

Ira Flax
Kelly Fogle
Walker Good
Barry Golemba

Ivan Gerreli
Charles Griffin
James Gulick
Michael Harper
"Gastrocnemius, Sciatica, Latissimus, Hut, Hut!!"
"Dancing Bear"
Are you sure this place gives stamps?
Well, y'ee, there was this girl and ...
Right: Meet my partner for Gross Anatomy Lab.
Lower Left: The making of a Surgeon.
Lower Right: You never know what's behind a door around this place.
Upper Left: It may be better than Saga food, but you still can't eat my arm.
Upper Right: Time for a study break.
Bottom: And the award for the loveliest belly button of 1970 goes to . . .
In 1888, a group of students at the Dartmouth Medical School organized the Alpha Kappa Kappa Medical Fraternity. The fraternity was chartered in 1906 at MCV.

Membership in AKK is open to all male medical students. In addition, several doctors on the MCV faculty are honorary members. This year has been an active one for AKK. There have been rush parties, combo parties and picnics. The fraternity also offers the opportunity for wives to participate in the programs of the Wives' Club of AKK.
NEW MEMBERS

Michael Mandel  Caesar Pitta
Mike Coates     Van Hubbard
Vern Meyer      John Vardemach
Steve Hansen    William Howard
Richi Rosso     Richard Clary
Ken Robertson   Bill Tweel
Bob Powell      Riley Senter
Anthony Samuels Peder Shea
               George Chappell
Phi Chi National Medical Fraternity was founded at the University of Vermont in 1889. The Theta Eta Chapter was established at MCV in March, 1889, as the fourth chapter in the U.S. Phi Chi is now the largest national and international medical fraternity. It was founded to promote the high ideals of scholarship and brotherhood among its members and all of medicine.

Activities of the Theta Eta Chapter include monthly meetings at which noted members of the MCV faculty and prominent Richmond citizens discuss topics of interest to the members in an informal atmosphere. There are also rush parties and smokers, picnics, and Combo parties. Our wives' club is active and its members participate in several community-oriented programs during the school year.

Pledges

Bob Baker
Bob Bettinger
Larry Cox
Greg Evans
Bruce Johnson
Danny Jones
Bill Kroghness

Fred Litton
Buddy Marsh
Rod Stinnett
Bill Talbot
Jack Turner
Larry Whitehurst
Phi Delta Epsilon, a medical fraternity, founded at Cornell in 1904, has had over 20,000 members initiated since that time. There are 43 graduate clubs and 38 undergraduate chapters at present. This year the fraternity has had several parties and is sponsoring the annual Aaron Brown lecture in the spring.
Below: MCV's version of Women's Lib.
Right: Guess what? I passed!

I wish I had a pocket and could do that.
Anything you say, sweetheart.

You're sure about that?

In the Virginia wilds.
Above: Pssst, which class is this?
Right: Our group had 33% more calories.
Bottom: Abracadabra, you're cured!
Upper Left: You didn't tell me the test was today.
Middle Left: A case of photophobia.
Lower Left: Meanwhile, back at the hospital . . .
Upper Right: Judith, PLEASE! I'd rather do it myself!
Lower Right: My kidneys are killing me.
Left to Right: Ed O'Keefe — Secretary; Frank Crist — Treasurer; Gary Lubel — Vice President; Pete Mowbray — President.

FRESHMAN: gross lab and gross . . . histology . . . biochemistry . . . comparative . . . Is this really Dental School . . . wax it up and hand it in . . . only 11 more quarters to go . . . optional ADA membership.

SOPHOMORE: missing box of slides . . . Staph Aureus . . . impression in pedodontic lab . . . lost crowns and preps . . . hot ovens and eight projects to go.

JUNIOR: Dentistry at last . . . "Are you in clinic this summer?" . . . "I want to put that bad tooth to sleep" . . . But sir, it took me 3 hours to put that one in . . . thank goodness, it's Friday . . . Roentgen, Roentgen, X-Ray . . . Doctor, are you doing an occlusal prep or a full mouth rehabilitation? . . . Just one more year, maybe.

SENIOR: After three long years we finally made it . . . plaster bowl . . . marriages . . . a glance back on joyous moments . . . the clamp just entered the maxillary sinus . . . chart check . . . confusion!! . . . boards and graduation . . . from Mr. to Doctor at last?
JULES ELLIS ABRAMSON
Alexandria, Virginia
University of Virginia
Psi Omega, Chaplain; Plaster Bowl; Society of Phantom.

CHARLES DAVID ATKINSON
Greenville, South Carolina
Furman University
B.S. Psi Omega; SADA; RCAP Volunteer.

ALLEN SHERWOOD BRIDGE
Richmond, Virginia
University of Richmond
Alpha Omega.

JAMES LEROY BRADSHAW
Blackstone, Virginia
William and Mary
B.S. Delta Sigma Delta; Plaster Bowl; SADA.

ANTHONY GIRARD CORBO
Miami, Florida
University of Florida
B.S. Psi Omega; Plaster Bowl; SADA.
GARY WAYNE CRAWFORD  
Roanoke, Virginia  
University of Virginia  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl; Denture of Week Club.

FRANK CALVIN CRIST  
Lynchburg, Virginia  
University of Tennessee  
B.S.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Class Treasurer 3, 4; SADA; Plaster Bowl; Intramurals; Weebz Team (Captain) 3, 4.

MICHAEL LEE DEREUS  
Annandale, Virginia  
VMI  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Historian 4; Honor Council 3, Chairman 4; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl; SADA; Student Coordinator for RCAP Community Program.

WILLIAM A. DEYERLE  
Roanoke, Virginia  
Guilford College  
B.S.  
Alpha Sigma Chi, President 4; Honor Council; Intramurals; Class President 3; SADA; Plaster Bowl.

GERALD ELWYN EDLIN  
Miami, Florida  
Western Carolina University  
B.S.  
SADA 1, 2, 3, 4.

ROBERT BENNIE ELLIS  
Newport News, Virginia  
William and Mary  
B.S.

SAM EARL ENGLISH  
Richmond, Virginia  
VMI  
B.A.  
Psi Omega, Chaplain 3, Vice President 4; SADA; Plaster Bowl.

FOREST LUKE EVANS  
Johnston, South Carolina  
University of South Carolina  
Delta Sigma Delta; Sigma Zeta, Treasurer; SADA; Plaster Bowl.

Don't let that innocent appearance fool you.

Of course, it's not my first time on skis — it's my second!
LAURENCE J. FAMILANT
Hampton, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.
Alpha Omega; Lounge Bridge; SADA; Hillel Foundation; Intramurals.

JACK L. GREEN
Duncan, South Carolina
Clemson University
B.S.
Psi Omega; SADA; Intramurals.

MARVIN DARRELL HARMAN
Richlands, Virginia
VPI, Ferrum Junior College
A.A., B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta; Intramurals.

CHARLES WATTS FORD
Lynchburg, Virginia
Hampden-Sidney
B.S.
Psi Omega, Social Chairman 3, 4; SADA; Pathology Seminar.

JOHN SCOTT HAGER
Ormond Beach, Florida
University of Florida
B.S.
Intramurals; Society of Phantom.

JORDAN HAROLD HARRIS
Jacksonville, Florida
Florida State University
Alpha Omega; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl; SADA; RCAP Dentistry Program.

ROSS FINLEY GALE
Bassett, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.
Alpha Sigma Chi, Class President 1, 2; Student Council 1, 2; Dean’s Committee 1, 2.

ARTHUR LEE HALSTEAD
Virginia Beach, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.
Intramurals; SADA; Dental Newspaper.

RICHARD BLUFORD HARRIS
Virginia Beach, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.
Delta Sigma Delta; Student Dental Society President 4, Vice President 3, Sec.-Treas. 2; Dental School Secretary-Treasurer 4; Editor, Toofthsayer; SADA.

STEPHEN MARK GOLDSMITH
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion
B.S.
Alpha Omega.

LESLIE D. HARDY
Annandale, Virginia
University of Florida
B.A.
Delta Sigma Delta, Sigma Zeta; SADA; Plaster Bowl.

JOSEPH MILTON HOFFARTH
Lynchburg, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A.
SADA.
And again we find mild-mannered Pete Mowbray casting off his timid disguise as a D-71 and emerging in his true identity — Super Dentist!

ROBERT ARNOLD JOHNSON
Annandale, Virginia
William and Mary
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta; Honor Council; SADA; Intramurals.

MICHAEL I. KONTER
Miami, Florida
University of Florida
B.S.
Alpha Omega, Secretary and IFC; SADA.

GARY ALAN LUBEL
Miami, Florida
Emory University
Alpha Omega; Alpha Sigma Chi; SADA; Class Vice-President 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramurals; Society of the Phantom.

RALPH JORDAN
Falls Church, Virginia
Florida State University
B.A.
Psi Omega; Plaster Bowl.

EDDIE S. LONGMAN
Norfolk, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.S.
Alpha Omega; Summer Biochemistry Research Project 2, 3; Virginia State Dental Research Project 3.

NORMAN JAY MARKS
Greenville, South Carolina
University of South Carolina
Psi Omega; Intramurals; SADA; Society of Phantom.

JEFFREY WALTER KARP
Bay Harbor Island, Florida
University of Florida, University of Miami
Alpha Omega; Sigma Zeta; SADA; A. D. Williams Summer Fellowship; American Cancer Fellowship.

RONALD EUGENE LOWRY
Richmond, Virginia
VMI
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta; Sigma Zeta; SADA; Intramurals; School President; Student Council.

LAURENCE D. MCKINLEY
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion
B.S.
Delta Sigma Delta, Historian 3, 4; Intramurals; Newsletter Correspondent.
PERRY DONIEL MOWBRAY  
Richmond, Virginia  
Hampden-Sydney  
B.S.  
Delta Sigma Delta, Historian 3; Treasurer 4; Class President 4; Sigma Zeta; SADA; Student Council 1; 2; Student Faculty Relations Committee; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl; Society of the Phantom.

EDMUND EUGENE MULLINS  
Staunton, Virginia  
University of Richmond  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Class Historian 2; SADA; A. D. Williams Fellowship 2; Intramurals.

Ralph Stuart Navon  
Richmond, Virginia  
University of Virginia  
B.A.  
Alpha Omega, Treasurer 3; Vice President 4; A. D. Williams Fellowship; SADA; American Cancer Society Research Fellowship; Denture of the Week Club.

EDWARD MICHAEL O'KEEFE  
Bealeton, Virginia  
University of North Carolina  
Phi Beta Kappa; Delta Sigma Delta; SADA; Class Secretary 1, 3, 4; Intramurals; A. D. Williams Honorary Award 1, 2, 3; A. D. Williams Fellowship 2; National Cancer Society Pathology Award 2.

JOHN ROBERT PARRY  
Bradenton, Florida  
University of Florida  
B.S.

George Thomas Richardson  
Salem, Virginia  
VMI  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; SADA.

Harold Jones Neal  
Lawrenceville, Virginia  
University of Richmond  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Scribe; Intramurals; SADA; Academic Affairs Committee 4.

Berkeley Miller Pemberton  
Staunton, Virginia  
Hampden-Sydney  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta.

Robert Dante Romano  
Falls Church, Virginia  
Delta Sigma Delta; SADA; Intramurals.
STEPHEN FREDERICK
ROSENBLUM
Laurens, South Carolina
University of North Carolina
A.B. Alpha Omega; Intramurals; SADA; Plaster Bowl.

CARLTON SAMUEL
SCHWARTZ
Sanford, Florida
Florida Southern College
B.S. Delta Sigma Delta; Sigma Zeta; Basketball; A. D. Williams Research Fellowship 2; X Ray Photography Editor 3; Oral Surgery Research Program 4; Society of Phantom.

RON JAMES SMITH
Greer, South Carolina
Brevard College, Clemson University
A.A.; B.S. Delta Sigma Delta; Sigma Zeta; SADA; Plaster Bowl; Tennis 2.

WARREN E. SACHS
Portsmouth, Virginia
University of Virginia
Alpha Omega; SADA; Virginia State Health Department Dental Trainee.

THOMAS CHRISTOPHER
SCORDAS
Roanoke, Virginia
Bridgewater College
B.A. Delta Sigma Delta; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl.

JAMES PAUL SODERQUIST
Portsmouth, Virginia
University of Virginia
B.A. Athletic Representative 4; SADA; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl; Society of Phantom.

STEPHEN ANDREW SAROFF
Miami, Florida
University of Wisconsin
Alpha Omega; SADA; Intramurals.

HAROLD L. SHAPIRO
Alexandria, Virginia
George Washington University
Delta Sigma Delta; A. D. Williams Research Grant 1; Plaster Bowl.

RAYMOND CHARLES SOWELL
Hartsville, South Carolina
Wofford College
B.A. SADA.

IVAN RUBIN SCHIFF
Richmond, Virginia
University of Richmond
Alpha Omega, Social Chairman 3, President 4; SADA; Tumor Board Representative.

THOMAS ALAN SHEA
Jacksonville, Florida
Brevard Junior College, Canal Zone College
Intramurals; Athletic Council; Vice President 2, Chairman 3.

GERALD L. SPOTO
Tampa, Florida
University of Southern Florida
A.A. Delta Sigma Delta; SADA, Historian 1; Society of Phantom, President.
DOUGLAS KEEN TAVENNER, JR.  
Washington, D. C.  
Columbia Union College.

FREMONT ARCHIBALD VESS, JR.  
Covington, Virginia  
Mars Hill College  
B.S.  
Delta Sigma Delta; SADA; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl; Bridge Club; Denture of Week Club.

WILLIAM KNAPP STEVENS  
Tallahassee, Florida  
Florida State University  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Plaster Bowl; Intramurals.

RANOLPH MOOERS STEVENS  
Richmond, Virginia  
University of Virginia  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; SADA; Plaster Bowl; Lounge Bridge.

RANDOLPH LEE TURNER  
Hampton, Virginia  
VPI  
B.S.  
Delta Sigma Delta; SADA; Plaster Bowl; Lounge Bridge.

ODIE ALLEN WHITLOW  
Richmond, Virginia  
Hamden-Sydney  
B.S.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Tyler 4; SADA; Plaster Bowl; Lounge Bridge; Denture of Week Club.

RANDOLPH MOOERS STEVENS  
Hampton, Virginia  
VPI  
B.S.  
Delta Sigma Delta; SADA; Plaster Bowl; Lounge Bridge.

WILLIAM KNAPP STEVENS  
Tallahassee, Florida  
Florida State University  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Plaster Bowl; Intramurals.

RONALD OAKLEY VAUGHAN  
Pulaski, Virginia  
VPI  
B.S.  
Golf 1, 2, 3, 4; Lounge Bridge; SADA; Summer Pathology Conference 3.

THOMAS EDWARD WITTY, JR.  
Newport News, Virginia  
William and Mary  
B.S.  
Psi Omega; Class Secretary 2; Newman Club, Vice-President 1.

DOUGLAS KEEN TAVENNER, JR.  
Washington, D. C.  
Columbia Union College.

FREMONT ARCHIBALD VESS, JR.  
Covington, Virginia  
Mars Hill College  
B.S.  
Delta Sigma Delta; SADA; Intramurals; Plaster Bowl; Bridge Club; Denture of Week Club.

WILLIAM KNAPP STEVENS  
Tallahassee, Florida  
Florida State University  
B.A.  
Delta Sigma Delta; Plaster Bowl; Intramurals.

RONALD OAKLEY VAUGHAN  
Pulaski, Virginia  
VPI  
B.S.  
Golf 1, 2, 3, 4; Lounge Bridge; SADA; Summer Pathology Conference 3.

THOMAS EDWARD WITTY, JR.  
Newport News, Virginia  
William and Mary  
B.S.  
Psi Omega; Class Secretary 2; Newman Club, Vice-President 1.

And the midi scores another stunning triumph!
Dentistry 1972

Left to Right: Vice-President — Jim Burns, Secretary-Treasurer — Rick Hill, President — Bob Bronham, Student Government — Steve Budnick and Bill Viglione, Honor Council — Fred Smith

Arnold Allemand
John Andrews
Bill Angus
Charles Bohem

William Ballance
Edward Bernhart
John Birchfield
Danny Bayd
Why are they fighting over the football? Now to fight for a bone, I could understand.
The mighty amalgam plugger.

Delta Sigma Delta banquet.

Joseph Mann
Bill Nanna

Dave McGibbons
Danny Neese

Tom McLaughlin
John Newton

Alfred Moore
Jerome Ottley

Glenwood Morris
Keith Oulie
Happy New Year!

Too much estrogen or is it psychological?
Blue grass stompers.

David Swisher
Marvin Thews
Joseph Van Sickels

Larry Vass.
Stephen Verber
William Viglione

David Walker
Greg Wall

John Wheless
Dick Wood

Charles Wright
Bob Zachman

Paul Zimmet

Florida or bust.
Dentistry 1973

Left to Right: Mike Sagman — Secretary-Treasurer; Jerry Kluft — President; John Svirsky — Vice-President

Nelson Adams
Jim Baker
Allen Akers
Bob Barnes
Bob Alexander
John Bass
Wayne Alexander
Sidney Becker
Charles Allen
Dan Blackwelder
Jay Alperin
The Swirly Team

Cramer Boswell
Lewis Bowers
Thomas Boyer
Byron Brill

Preston Burns
Gilbert Button
Roger Cohan
Tom Caponigro

Aubrey Carter
Wayne Coleman
Michael Cook
Fred Coots
Bobby Cox
Wally Cox
Ed Crooks
Roy Dail

David Deviese
Bob Divalentin
Bob Fine
Jeff Fox

David Gladstone
Gene Gregory
James Harrell
Alf Hendricksen

Doug Herbert
Chuck Green
Joe Green
Mike Green

The Kid: "What have they done to my room?"
Jim Redwine
Ed Reeves
Mike Sagman
Danny Sawyer

Curtis Schweitzer
Barry Segal
Richard Sherman
Bob Steadman

Kent Stevens
James Strawn
John Sivisky
Rick Sivitzer

Steve Swallow
Mike Tabar

A well deserved rest after a lot of hard work.

If this doesn't bring him around, better call the Morgue.
And I'd like you to meet my date, Jemima. That's right, he passed out ten minutes ago and hasn't moved a muscle since.
Dr. Revere tells it like it is.

You mean this isn't the registration line for advanced basket-weaving?

Are you aware you have a cavity in your right incisor?

Alcohol — a depressant?

Love is togetherness — but this is ridiculous!

#1 D-73 Ski Team
Dentistry 1974

Standing: Bob Scully — Student Government, Perry Jones — Vice-President, John Mason — Student Government. Seated: Bob Rucho — President, John Akers — Honor Council, Blue Miller — Historian, Carroll Mullins — Athletic Representative, Danny Turner — Secretary-Treasurer
This Histology sure is interesting reading.
I waited all night in the pumpkin patch for this?
A time for work . . .

and a time for play

John Kardulak
Frank Law

George Lake
Robert Mann

Steve Lanier
John Mason

Tom Leinbach
James McClung

James Lewis
Fred Meyer

James Lilly
Richards Miller
Dan Stephens
John Stone
Martin Swartz
Stephen Todd

Danny Turner
Joseph Waldron
James Wallace
Lewis Webb

James Withers
George Wamble
Davis Yates

Hugh Hefner, watch out!
What's a bicuspid?

Slap-Jack

This sure is hard work.
Delta Sigma Delta

The First fraternity in the field of dentistry was organized November 15, 1882 at the University of Michigan. It selected the letters DDS to designate its dental category. This year has been a particularly active one for Delta Sigma Delta.

June and July: Picnic and hayride; pool party.


October: Smoker at Rotunda Club, Hotel Jefferson; Monthly speaker: "Hypnosis in Dentistry"; Monthly party at Elks Lodge.


December: Monthly Party at Virginia Power Board Association; Christmas Party for underprivileged children; Practice "Tooth Identification Practical" for Freshman Class.


February: "Red-Neck Party"; Monthly speaker: "Photography in Dentistry".

Spring: Car Rally; Faculty-Senior Basketball game; Skeet-shoot.

May: Annual Senior Dinner Dance.
Psi Omega

Pete Cimino
President

Sam English
Vice President

Fred Birsch
Secretary

Charlie Wright
Treasurer

Jules Abrams
Bill Brown
Ted Hardy
Bill Nonna
Bill Redwine

Nelson Adams
Preston Burns
Craig Henry
Danny Neese
Ed Reeves

Bob Alexander
Aubrey Carter
Paul Hicks
John Newton
Gail Schambach

Charlie Atkinson
Tony Carba
Ralph Jordon
Keith Oulie
Curt Schweitzer

Bob Barnes
Dan Crackett
Bill Lee
Mike Parker
Gary Selby

John Bass
Tom Doyle
Norman Marks
Jim Pollard
Kent Stevens

John Belcher
Mel Eaton
Dave McGibbons
Tom Pribisco
Steve Swallow

John Bernhart
Charlie Ford
Al Maare
Chuck Prizzia
Terry Webber

Danny Boyd
Jack Green
Glen Morris
Hal Raddin
Tam Witty
Bob Zachman
The objectives of Alpha Omega are to promote the profession of Dentistry, foster and develop high standards of scholarship, leadership, and character.

This year has been a particularly active and good one for AO here at MCV. The year was started off with a cookout, followed by a very successful rush smoker featuring Dr. DiBiaggio and a party at the Jester Club. The year continued with monthly dinner meetings and several parties. Things were finally brought to a close in May with our Senior Banquet.
The winner of the Professional Appearance Award.

Another dental party after a hard week of studying.

Dental bathing beauties???

Two parts bourbon, one part vodka, three parts sloe gin, a jigger of grain alcohol, and an ice cube — instant anesthesia.

And this, Gentlemen, is a tooth.

Repair Shop open — mechanic in.
Norman did it again!

Just a sec — I think I've found a cure for the grippe.

All right: the two in the corner can just cut it out!

The "in" method of relaxation.

Don't knock it — it beats carving teeth.
So he said, "Doc, if you don't quit, I'll bite" and I laughed, and...

And another dentist makes a real saloon in the world.

It's snowing outside too, Ratcliff.

Monday morning, never come!
Somehow this is not quite how I pictured the Operating Room. Alcohol breath? What alcohol breath?

And my group had 37% fewer babies after using ———.
Nursing 1971

FRESHMEN: Cribbs — Biology made beautiful . . . Introduction to Nursing, better known as advanced letter writing . . . Dr. Myra’s devotional hour . . . Chemistry lab and yellow fingers . . . “I don’t believe there really is a hospital.

SOPHOMORE: Nursing at last . . . charter members of the bedpan brigade . . . The other side of the nutritional coin, per se . . . Muriel Jones: “It’s unprofessional to laugh at people who are vomiting” . . . Mrs. Reynolds and her unfinished business . . . Middle class people play polio . . . first injections — soggy mattresses . . . August R and R.

JUNIOR: “Get over to the hospital, your follow-through is crowning . . . Are you sure there’s a fundus there? . . . If this kid stools on me one more time . . . Psych — You’re not talking, YOU’RE not talking, YOU’RE NOT TALKING . . . If they take away my keys I’ve had it . . . Med-Surg-careplans down to the cellular level . . . Why?, Why? . . . Nutritional Seminars — nightmares of pureed peas . . . Genetics — Corn on the cob . . . Dumpy fruitflies — where’s my DDT.

SENIORS: Advanced — The ”Lottery” . . . What do you mean sixty hours in the library . . . ICUs and Emergency Room . . . You mean all I have to write is 3 papers? . . . Patient-Care — experiment in frustration . . . Slave Labor . . . Me? Team Leader . . . Public Health — our own black bags . . . keeping the Public healthy . . . nobody home . . . Dr. Spencer and all those statistics . . . Classes with the hairier half . . . 100 days party . . . Senior Take-Offs . . . goodbye forever . . . actually they were four good years.

Barren walls
and empty drawers
Vacant closet
books are packed
The music is ended
Silent sounds

But, a heart
filled with fond
remembrances . . .
Times well spent.
Memories of the past.

Barren walls
and empty drawers
Vacant closet
But — a life enriched.
The present has passed
the past will always remain present . . .
The future is on its way.

Jan Hague
SUSAN BOYD ABRAHAM, RN
Johns Hopkins Hospital School of Nursing
Sigma Zeta.

CATHERINE WATERS BARAEKY
Sigma Zeta; House Council 3.

JANET SUSAN BARNES
Portsmouth, Va.
Student Council 2, 3, 4; House Council 4.

JUDITH ANN BAYS
Waynesboro, Va.

KAREN BERGMAN
Huntington, N. Y.

EILEEN COLLINS BIDWELL
Walnut Grove, California.

BONNIE WATLINGTON BRADSHAW
Roanoke, Va.
Sigma Zeta; Class Musical Chairman 1.

LINDA MERLE BREWER, RN
Silver City, N. C.

DEENA ELIZABETH BUGGE
Arlington, Va.
Averett College
AS
Glee Club 4.

MARILYN ANN CAMPBELL
Richmond, Va.

JEANNE CHUCHEK
Appomattox, Va.
Student Council 1; Vice President of Class 3; President SA 4.

DARLENE VIRGINIA COFFEY
Eagle Rock, Va.
Class Secretary 2; Parent's Day 1, 2; Cafeteria
Student Manager 3, 4; Jr.-Sr. Brunch.
MARGARET MARIE COFFMAN
Collinsville, Virginia
Pianist, MCV Vester Services 4; Glee Club 4.

LOLA ANGELISE DAVIS
Wytheville, Virginia
BSU 1, 2, 3; Treasures and Missions Chairman 2; Parents Day; Jr.-Sr. Brunch.

BARBARA CECILE CONNAUGHTON
Woodbridge, Virginia
Class President 1; Student Council 1, 2, 4; SA Treasurer 4; Parent's Day; X-Ray Business Manager 4; Baccalaureate Workshop 3.

DIANE MAXIE DUCKWORTH
West Point, Virginia
Parents Day; Jr.-Sr. Brunch; Nursing Lectureship Hostess 4.

JOANNE CRENNEL
Lynchburg, Virginia
F.O.M. 1, 2, 3, 4; Black Student Union; Jr.-Sr. Brunch; Pathophysiology Committee 4.

NINA GREEVER EDWARDS
Richmond, Virginia.

LINDA GIBSON CUPIT
Woodbridge, Virginia
Alpha Sigma Chi; SA Treasurer 3; Parents Day; Baccalaureate Workshop 3.

RUTH AMELIA EFRID, RN
Kinston, N. C.

GWEN ADELE EICHELBERGER
York, Pennsylvania
Class Vice President 2, 3; Class Secretary 3, 4; Glee Club 4; Jr.-Sr. Brunch 3.

Before the Public Health paper . . . After the Public Health paper.
Third floor's entry in the Miss Richmond contest.

That's right, Mary Jo, Fire BURNS!

MARY JO ELLIS
Lincolnton, N. C.

HELEN NEES FLYTHE, RN
New Bern, N. C.
Watts Hospital School of Nursing
Sigma Zeta.

CHRISTINE GATES
Farmville, Va.
Athletic Representative 4; Curriculum Committee
3, 4; COPE 4; Baccalaureate Workshop 3.

JENNIFER YVONNE GEHMAN
Denver, Pa.
Glee Club 1; Glee Club Accompanist 4.

LAURA COATES GETCHELL
Richmond, Va.
Athletic Representative 2.

CAROLYN GLENN, RN
Richmond, Va.
Johnston Willis Hospital.

ANNE HACKLEY
Bristol, Va.
F.O.M. 1, 2, 3, 4; Jr.-Sr. Brunch 3.

MARTHA VICCELLIO HAGY
Danville, Va.
Alpha Sigma Chi; Sigma Zeta; Class President 2;
SA Vice President; Dorm President 4; Jr.-Sr.
Brunch 3; Social Chairman 1.

MARY GERTRUDE HAYES
Waynesboro, Va.
Madison College; Newman Club 1, 2, 3; X-Ray 1;
Parents Day 2; House Council 3; COPE 4.
PAMELA A. HAYS
Danville, Virginia
Social Chairman 2, 3, 4; Class Treasurer 4; Jr.-Sr. Brunch 3; X-Ray 4.

PAMELA RUTH KENNEDY
Norfolk, Virginia
Sigma Zeta.

JANAS HENDRICKS HORNER
Hopewell, Virginia.

CAROL ANNE KILMON
Lynchburg, Virginia
Sigma Zeta; Jr.-Sr. Brunch 3.

SUSAN MORALES IVEY
Fairfax, Virginia.

JEANETTE LILLIAN KING
Littleton, N. C.
SNAV Class Representative 2; SNAV 1, 2; Dorm Council 3; X-Ray Section Editor 4.

KATHLEEN ALLGOOD JONES
Hopewell, Virginia.

BARBARA SUSAN KINZIE
Courtland, Va.
Sigma Zeta; BSU; A. D. Williams Award 2.

Party Time!

Smoking is hazardous but rings are fun!
The OB instructors told us we ought to understand what the pregnant woman goes through.
The Public Health paper is in!!!

Our $16 pain in the feet.
One of our little buddies.

Parking again?

DIANNE ELIZABETH SNEAD
Lynchburg, Va.
Glee Club 1, 4; Tour Guide 1; Jr.-Sr. Brunch 3.

KATHY SOUTHARD
Fairfax, Va.
Sigma Zeta; Parents Day 2, 3; Christmas Play 1; Jr.-Sr. Brunch 3; X-Ray Section Editor 4.

MARGARET TIEMANN STEINBACH
Alexandria, Va.
Jr.-Sr. Brunch 3.

LINDA MARIE STERTZER
Ridgefield, N. J.

SUSAN SUMERLINE TOWNSEND
Alexandria, Va.

MARGARET CATHERINE VIA
Roanoke, Va.
Sigma Zeta; Parents Day 1, 2; Musical 1, 2; Christmas Play.

JEAN C. WHITING
Gladwyne, Pa.
Averett College
AA
Musical 2.

ELIZABETH ELLEN WILLIAMS
Wytheville, Va.
Radford College
Student Council 3, 4; Student Government Representative 3, 4.

PAM ALLEY WILLIAMS
Richmond, Va.
Chairman Social Committee 4; Assistant Social Committee Chairman 3.
Left to Right: Susan Floyd — President, Kathy Tracy — Vice-President, Nancy Hastings — Secretary, Leslie Graeme — Treasurer

Nursing 1972

Burneda Ackerman
Alvina Bey

Anne Amos
Judy Blanton

Marjorie Anderson
Susan Bond

Mary Ankeney
Gail Bowling

Vicki Atwell
Sandra Bryant

Brenda Baker
Linda Bryson
Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil, and do no evil.

Darlene Bush
Vicki Cain
Kathy Campbell
Cathy Carls
Deborah Chase

Chloe Clark
Mary Clinkscales, RN
Jeanne Coaper
Chris Cornett
Bonnie Creasey

Carol Crawford
Betsy Culotta
June Dial
Pat Dowdy
Barb Dunevant, RN

Linda Dunevant
Ginger Edwards
Diane Enas
Brenda Eure
Peggy Evans

Peggy Felts
Juanita Fitzgerald

Hear no evil, see no evil, speak no evil, and do no evil.
Hey Mrs. Mertig, look at me. I'm developing the proper maternal-child relationship!

Cabaniss heat failure.
Procrastination.
Susan Tracy
Amy Tsou
Joyce Tucker
Deborah Wagus

Julia Wegman
Carol Wentz
Jane Wevers
Patricia Whall

Laura Wheeler
Ann White
Susan Wickham
Barbara Witt

Myrna Woolwine

Party time!
Old Friends

The transplant team with another first — moving the right ear to the left side of the head.

And if I finish the advance paper by Tuesday, that'll leave a week for the Management paper, the take-home exam, 5 care plans, 6 interactions, and assessment on 15 patients.

That confirms it! I knew we should have majored in Art.

Central State? What makes you think I've been at Central State?

Of course I take him with me everywhere I go!
Cheers!

Picnics are fun; too bad the food is Saga!

For me?

"Super Nerd."

Senior reflectiveness
Our favorite place — the Hopper Room!!

Now will I blend in on the other campus?

We all hope to get out of here!

Our Big Sister-Little Sister party.

A nursing student will go to any lengths to meet a need.

Are you kidding? N-71's never quit eating.
Forms, Forms, Forms!!

Just one of the many engagement parties.

The Head Honchos in Nursing.

We've gotta get out of this place . . .

It doesn't pay to have the editor for a roommate.

The "Professional Nurse".
Nurse Anesthetist 1971

NANCY COLE RN
South Boston, Virginia
Secretary-Treasurer

MARGARET JOY RN
Columbia, South Carolina
Vice-President

SANDRA MASON RN
Lexington, Virginia
Student Council

ADRIENNE MONTESANTI RN
Richmond, Virginia
School and Class President

BARBARA WHEAT RN
Fredericksburg, Virginia
Honor Council

RPI, the hairier end of the campus . . . mass confusion during registration . . . long days and short nights . . . Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday seminars . . . back to Pharmacology . . . "why learn about chloroform? . . . nightwork in the Recovery Room . . . get get togethers with other classmates . . . Squeeze the bag . . . Squeeze THE Bag . . . SQUEEZE THE BAG . . . Dr. Boyan and Mr. Kuzava . . . What do you mean he looks a little blue? . . . Hey, don't light that cigarette in here . . . N₂O, (C₂H₅)₂O, C₂BrF₃HCl; there's so much to know!!! . . . After two long years . . . we've got to get out of this place!
Nurse Anesthetists 1972

Margot Barrett
Bruce Brown
Athletic Council
Barbara Dunnavant
President
Marvin Putnam
Vice President
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GLEN NICHOLS ABERNATHY
Farmville, Virginia
University of Richmond
Phi Delta Chi 2, 3, 4; Vice-President 4; Class Treasurer 2; Athletic Council 1, 2; APha-VPhA 1, 2, 3, 4; X-Ray 1.

DONNA ROBERTS ADDINGTON
Norton, Virginia
Ginch Valley College
Westhampton College
Kappa Epsilon 2, 3, 4; Rho Chi 3, 4; Sigma Zeta 3, 4; Class Secretary 4.

ROBERT HAMPTON AGEE, JR.
Danville, Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Kappa Psi 2, 3, 4; APHA-VPhA 2, 3, 4; Softball 2, 3, 4; Golf 4.

SAMUEL CHARLES AVERETTE
Christianburg, Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Kappa Psi, Chaplain 3, 4; APHA-VPhA, Treasurer 4; Baptist Student Union

RODNEY DEAN BEDWELL
Hopewell, Virginia
Richard Bland College
Kappa Psi 2, 3, 4; Second Vice Regent 4; Student Council 1; APHA-VPhA 1, 2, 3, 4; Historian 3; SVSHP 4.

MARLISE DALE BLANKS
Clarksville, Virginia
Longwood College
Kappa Epsilon, Historian 3, 4; Sigma Zeta, Secretary 4; Rho Chi 3, 4; Class Secretary 3.

FRENCH LOCKE BOYER, JR.
Woodstock, Virginia
Ferrum Jr. College
Athletic Council; Basketball; Volleyball; Softball; APHA-VPhA.

BETTY CLARK BROWN
Martinsville, Virginia
Patrick Henry College
Kappa Epsilon; Rho Chi 3, 4; Vice-President 4; Sigma Zeta; Interfraternity Council 4.

ROYCE ALLEN BURRUSS
Richmond, Virginia
Richmond Professional Institute
Class Treasurer 4.
X-Ray Interview: Warren E. Weaver

Warren Eldred Weaver is the Dean of the School of Pharmacy at the Medical College of Virginia, Health Sciences Division of the Virginia Commonwealth University. Dean Weaver was born on June 5, 1921, in Sparrows Point, Maryland. He was educated in the Public Schools of Baltimore County, Maryland. Dean Weaver obtained his B.S. in Pharmacy from the University of Maryland in 1942. He obtained his Ph. D. from the same institution in 1947. His Ph. D. is in Pharmaceutical Chemistry. He was appointed Dean of the School of Pharmacy in 1956. Dean Weaver is presently a member of the Board of Directors of the American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education. He is also presently a member of the Board of Trustees of the American Pharmaceutical Association. Dean Weaver was President of the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy, 1968-1969. He was voted "Pharmacist of the Year" by the Virginia Pharmaceutical Association in 1963. In 1969, Dean Weaver was voted "Honored Alumnus" of the School of Pharmacy of the University of Maryland.

X-RAY: Most people's idea of a pharmacist is that of being cooped up in a drug store, counting tablets and filling bottles. We want to know how this image is being changed, and how the School of Pharmacy is involved in this change, and what the new golden image is.

WEAVER: That's a whole lot in one question; about three different questions, and involves a future role in pharmacists, and then how we modify our educational program to meet what is conceived to be a projected new role. At first, I would like to say something that you should bear in mind which I think is fairly widely misunderstood. While the school is changing its program so that pharmacists can do other things, I don't think that we are changing the program so that it excludes taking care of an existing program. I think that the distributive function will continue to be a function that the pharmacist is going to have for a long long time to come. Whether the actual mechanics of it is to be done by a registered phar-
FRED DAVID BUTLER
Richmond, Virginia
University of Richmond
Phi Delta Chi 2, 3, 4; APhA
VPhA 1, 2, 3, 4; Social Com-
mitee 1, 2.

MARY TERRY EDWARDS
Martinsburg, West Virginia
Westhampton College
Kappa Epsilon; Sigma Zeta 3,
4; APhA-VPhA.

KEITH WEATHERS CLARKE
White Plains, Virginia
University of Richmond
Kappa Psi; APhA-VPhA.

RICHARD B. EVANS
Danville, Virginia
Kappa Psi, Third Vice Regent.

SUSAN YOUNG CORNETTE
Hampton, Virginia
Mary Washington College
Kappa Epsilon 2, 3; Sigma Zeta
3, 4; APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4.

JOSEPH WILSON FELTS, JR.
Boykins, Virginia
University of Richmond
Kappa Psi 2, 3, 4; Interfrater-
nity Council 4; APhA-VPhA 1,
2, 3, 4, Vice-President 3;
SVSHP 4.

MARSHA ANN DERFLINGER
Winchester, Virginia
William and Mary
Kappa Epsilon 2, 3, 4, Treasurer
4; APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4.

RICHARD TED GARRETT
Richmond, Virginia
Richmond Professional Institute
APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4; Football 3;
Basketball 2, 3, 4; Softball 2,
3, 4.
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PHYLLIS ANNE GOODBAR
Lexington, Virginia
Erskine College
Kappa Epsilon 2, 3, 4; Rho Chi 3, 4; Sigma Zeta 3, 4; APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4.

LARRY K. HOWARD
Richmond, Virginia
Rho Chi

FRANCIS GORDON GRIFFIN, JR.
Portsmouth, Virginia
Old Dominion University
Kappa Psi, Treas. 3, Regent 4; Sigma Zeta 3, 4; APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4; Football, Basketball, Volleyball, Softball

JOSEPH LEE HOYLE
Portsmouth, Virginia
Frederick College
Old Dominion University
Kappa Psi; Football

JAMES H. HANMER, JR.
Keysville, Virginia
Randolph-Macon College
Phi Delta Chi 3, 4; APhA-VPhA 1, 2, 3, 4; SVSHP 4; Softball 3, 4; Basketball 3, 4.

WILLIAM FITZGERALD IRBY, JR.
Richmond, Virginia
Richmond Professional Institute
Alpha Sigma Chi; Class Pres. 1; Class V.-Pres. 2; Softball 2, 3; APhA-VPhA 1, 2, 3, 4.

STEPHENV K. HAYNES
Danville, Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Phi Delta Chi, Treas. 4; Basketball, Football, Softball

CHARLEE KAY JUSTICE
Grundy, Virginia
Emory and Henry College
Kappa Epsilon 2, 3, 4; X-RAY 4; Pharmacy School Newspaper 4; APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4.
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NORMAN DAVID KENNEDY
Newport News, Virginia
Christopher Newport College
Kappa Psi; APha-VPhA; SVSHP
4, President 4.

HOWARD MARTIN UNAS
Richmond, Virginia
Ferrum Jr. College
APha-VPhA; Phi Delta Chi 4.

DAVID P. MEHFOUD
Sandston, Virginia
Sigma Zeta; APha-VPhA; Phi Delta Chi 4.

ROBERT WAYNE KENNEDY
Salem, Virginia
East Tennessee State University

BARRY CHARLES LUBIN
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion University
Kappa Psi; APha-VPhA; Drug Abuse Committee.

CAROL MANGANO
Richmond, Virginia
Dunbarton College
Kappa Epsilon; APha-VPhA.

GLORIA JEAN LAMB
Blue Ridge, Virginia
Virginia Western Community College
APha-VPhA 1, 2, 3, 4; X-RAY 3.

DORIS ANN MASON
Charlottesville, Virginia
Madison College
Kappa Epsilon 3, 4; APha-VPhA 1, 2, 3, 4; Pharmacy School Newspaper 4.

CLARENCE MASON MITCHELL,
JR.
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Wytheville Community College,
A.S. in Science
Phi Delta Chi 2, 3, 4, Corresponding Secretary 3, 4
APha-VPhA 2, 3, 4.
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JOHNNY ALLEN MOORE  
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Wytheville, Virginia  
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Phi Delta Chi 2, 3, 4, Rec. Sec. 3; Class V-Pres. 3; APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4; Football 3, 4; Basketball 2, 3, 4; Softball.

MAURICE ALTON OAKES  
Danville, Virginia  
Virginia Polytechnic Institute  
Kappa Psi 2, 3, 4; Class Treas. 3; APhA-VPhA 2.

WILLIAM LEONARD PARKER  
Portsmouth, Virginia  
Old Dominion University  
APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4; SVSHP 4.

JOSEPH CHARLES PHILLIPS  
Newport News, Virginia  
Christopher Newport College  
Phi Delta Chi 2, 3, 4; APhA-VPhA 2, 3, 4; SVSHP 4.

JAMES R. PAINTER  
Richmond, Virginia  

ROBERT PURRELL PARSONS  
Wakefield, Virginia  
Richmond Professional Institute  
Phi Delta Chi; Sigma Zeta 3, 4; Class Treasurer 1; APhA-VPhA, Treas. 3.

ALVIN MORRIS POWELL  
Portsmouth, Virginia  
King College Union Theological Seminary in Virginia  
Presbyterian School of Christian Education  
Lenoir County Community College, A.B., B.D., M.A.  
Phi Delta Chi 2, 3, 4, Chap. 3, 4; APhA-VPhA 1; Interfaith Comm.
... New Role ... Inter-Professional Responsibility

The pharmacist is beside the point. It can be done by machines, technicians, or, in some cases, by the pharmacist himself, but I think the pharmacist should have the responsibility for this activity. So, I don't see this as an area of responsibility that will not have the need of a pharmacist. What we are concerned about is that the student, and then the pharmacist, assume the responsibility for that particular function, and in addition, assume functions that he didn't have, or has enjoyed, in the past. I might say that a part of the so-called "new function" is related to a revitalization of a lost function, and I speak here to the notion that the pharmacist, at one time, really did enjoy a role, with his patrons, of the friendly Doc. Even in the absence of a Doctor's degree, the public conferred upon him in an honorary way because they felt they could go to the pharmacist and get bona fide information related to their health needs. I think that the fact that the number of prescriptions that have come along since World War II has inundated the pharmacist with these manipulative distributive functions to the exclusion of his friendly Doc posture, and I think it has further evolved because of a distinct revolution in marketing and merchandising that come along and took the old corner drugstore and made it into a modern merchandising monstrosity. This viewpoint is from the professional side of pharmacy. We are trying to revitalize the communication between pharmacist and patient. Now, a new role the pharmacist is being educated for, is one of inter-professional responsibility where he works as part of a team with a physician and a nurse. Now this is one of the areas that we are really trying to concentrate on at the Medical College. I think this is an evolving role for the pharmacist so that he can participate as a responsible member of a health care team sometime in the future. When you speak of a health care team, I think you think of all those professionals who are involved with the care of people, and these professionals might be nurses, pharmacists, dentists, and public health workers, etc. A delivery of that care may come in many, many ways. It might come as a health care team working out of an institution, or out of a group practice. Much of this, of course, has to be developed in terms of how does a pharmacist fit into a group practice of other professionals. But the new role, as I see it then, is one of inter-professional liaison: the true development of the pharmacist as part of a health care team. That is also the evolving role of medicine too. We seem to think that only Pharmacy is changing, and all the rest remains the same this just isn't so. As a matter of fact, if you look at the other components of health care teams, you see a tremendously evolving bit of change taking place. The role of the Nurse and of the Physician is changing. The Dentist is changing from the old drill and bill deal to a fellow who is concerned about oral health.
LARRY STEVEN PRICE  
Salem, Virginia  
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APhA-VPhA; Football.

HUGH LINDSAY REAVIS  
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University of Richmond  
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West Virginia Institute of Technology  
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Kappa Epsilon 2, 3, 4; Sigma  
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ROBERT MADISON RHODES  
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Roanoke College  
University of Maryland  
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Sandston, Virginia  
Richmond Professional Institute  
Kappa Psi; APhA-VPhA; Football;  
Softball; Basketball.
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Longwood College  
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Salem, Virginia  
High Point College  
Roanoke College  
Univ. of North Carolina  
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Danville, Virginia  
Virginia Polytechnic Institute  
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A Capsule Is Born
Class of '72
Clinical Pharmacy is Better Practiced in a Community by Community
Pharmacists

XRAY: What is the actual definition of clinical pharmacy?

WEAVER: You touch me on a very sensitive point there, because I have a built-in bias about this whole thing. To me, clinical pharmacy is a very simple thing. It's that part of pharmacy concerned with the patient and his problem, his response to the drug, and the pharmacist's involvement with the patient as it relates to this drug response. That to me is clinical pharmacy. Clinical pharmacy is not a setting; it is not an institution. I don't envision clinical pharmacy to be something that can be practiced in a hospital. I really believe that clinical pharmacy is better practiced in a community by community pharmacists. Yet, at the present time, the hospital people have jumped all over this as a plea to status. Well, hospital pharmacy and clinical pharmacy, I repeat, are not synonymous names. I don't visualize clinical pharmacy as a course. It is not a course like Physical Pharmacy, or Biochemistry. Clinical pharmacy is part of an attitude about the way you practice your profession. This is not too much different, I think, when you look at medicine and at clinical medicine, and the connotations that are involved in those two terms. I don't
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You Make Rounds With the Doctors but Never Talk to the Patients

think that in medicine they try to segregate these two terms as being something totally different in concept. I think a lot of people visualize clinical pharmacy as the pharmacist making rounds with the physician. That isn't clinical pharmacy. Let me put it that way. It may be part of what we view as a total responsibility of a pharmacist and his relationships with his patients, but that, per se, is not clinical pharmacy. You make rounds with the doctors, but never talk with the patients, and that is no different than operating behind a glass wall in a supermarket. The thing that upsets me about this is the people snapping at the colleges, and saying that the colleges are teaching all this fancy clinical pharmacy and ignoring community pharmacy. People who say things like that don't know what clinical pharmacy is. They don't conceive of it the same way I do. I think part of this is because a lot of people perceive, in clinical pharmacy, a notion that there is a new claim to status here, and these people who further look on themselves as being the fellows who were most successful, now look on themselves as those being the most clinical, and I don't know that these things are all logical step by step types of these things.
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Clinical Pharmacy: Student Interaction With Other Professionals

XRAY: Are most schools changing towards the clinical type of pharmacist-patient relationship?

WEAVER: Since I've been in education, I've never seen something catch on so quickly as the clinical pharmacy concept in education. It has not been widely discussed, but I would say most schools are doing what they think is clinical pharmacy, and the confusion of what they think is clinical pharmacy exists within the field of pharmacy education as much as it does in students and in those who practice pharmacy. This is so difficult to talk about because when you ask, "Are most schools doing something about clinical pharmacy?" the answer would be, "Yes." However, most are really doing something about clinical pharmacy as they see it in terms of the environment of the pharmacy student interaction with other professionals. This is part of clinical pharmacy. Many schools aren't doing as much in this direction as I would like. I really think to make clinical pharmacy meaningful, you have to have some kind of practice situation which they call the clinical years of medicine, and that's what I think they mean in pharmacy. I think
Left: While she's not looking, I'll throw this down the sink.
Center: "PIECE"
Bottom: Down at "Papa Joe's."
some people are trying to get to this and call this clinical pharmacy, and if this is what they want to do, fine. I have no quarrel, basically, with the notion that clinical pharmacy is that part of the program that especially relates with the student practicing his profession. That's the reason why I think clinical pharmacy is so hard to get hold of. People want to segregate it, and make it different, when it is really a part of pharmacy. We have been mouse-trapped away down the road of the activity of the distribution and filling of prescriptions and so forth. We miss the bigger picture and our total responsibility to people. We have concentrated so much on the drug — that it is filled and labeled correctly — that we've forgotten how to be concerned about the patient and how he is doing. We speak of a prescription which is the drug; we ought to be concerned with helping people, and that's what we are in the business for.
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Beating the Chain at Its Game.

XRAY: Do you think pharmacists should prescribe?
WEAVER: I think pharmacists prescribe in an indirect sense in terms of recommending with respect to over-the-counter drugs and perhaps helping patients with their self-medication. Personally, I think this should be the basis limited to a pharmacist's prescribing working as a solo practitioner. In a group, I think the possibility of his being more actively involved with the selection of the drug is a little bit difficult. I definitely think that we are moving to a point where a pharmacist will select the specific brand of a group of generic drugs. I think that we definitely are moving in that direction where the pharmacist will have that prerogative. With the kind of educational background pharmacists have, I don't think we would be fair to the people if we permitted pharmacists to prescribe, as solo practitioners, potent drugs. If we educated pharmacists to the point where they could prescribe, we would have educated physicians, I think.

XRAY: What do you think of chains versus independent community pharmacies?
WEAVER: Unless the independent responds in a different way than he has in the past, I think the chain will take him over. I don't think you can beat the chains at their own game. I don't believe that the chain can put an independent out of business unless he tries to compete with the chain.
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Now let me say this about that...
Kappa Epsilon, a national professional fraternity for women in pharmacy, was found-
ed in Iowa City, Iowa on May 13, 1921 by Zeda M. Cooper. The Tau Chapter of the
Medical College of Virginia was installed on March 20, 1953. The objectives of Kappa
Epsilon are to unite women students in pharmacy, to stimulate in its members a desire
for high scholarship, to foster a professional consciousness, and to provide a bond of
lasting loyalty, interest, and friendship.

KE initiated its activities this year with a picnic supper for the new sophomore girls in
pharmacy. Other social functions were held during rush which ended in the spring with
a formal for the new pledges. To show appreciation for the dedication of its sponsor,
Mrs. Annie Leeper, the sisters honored her with a tea in December.

The fraternity participated again this year in two functions on the community level.
They went Christmas caroling with Kappa Psi to a local rest home and helped Phi Delta
Chi give a Christmas party for underprivileged children in the Richmond area. For the
first time, the fraternity adopted a child from the Appalachia area of the United States,
whom they will help support. To foster professional consciousness, a college bowl was
sponsored in the spring between the three pharmaceutical fraternities.

The National Convention will be held this summer at the University of Minnesota and
KE will send two delegates. From this contact with other chapters, the sisters hope to
find new ways to achieve their goals.
Kappa Psi

Kappa Psi Pharmaceutical Fraternity is the nation's oldest and largest pharmaceutical fraternity. Kappa Psi was chartered in 1879 and is composed of both collegiate and graduate chapters nationwide. The goal of the fraternity is to promote the high ideals and standards of the profession and to provide a medium through which students pursuing the profession of pharmacy can develop fellowship.

The main service project this year was working with MCV's methadone clinic for drug addicts. The Brothers visited the homes of those patients who dropped off the voluntary program once they had registered. In addition to providing useful information for the clinic they gave the Brothers a meaningful insight into the problem of drug abuse today.

Socially, Kappa Psi was equally as active with the annual "Back to School" open party on September 27 and a closed party on October 31.

Rush began early this year with rush functions in December and January. Bids were distributed to those individuals who met both the academic requirements and the high standards of the fraternity. Initiation of the "goats" followed the acceptance of bids. The formal banquet dance in April was the highlight of the year. This event marks the full acceptance of the new pledges into the fellowship of the fraternity. At the annual awards banquet in April, outstanding Brothers were recognized and newly elected officers were formally installed.
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Phi Delta Chi Fraternity was founded on November 2, 1883, at the University of Michigan. Both students and faculty recognized that such an organization would bring students of pharmacy together for the discussion of scientific questions pertaining to pharmacy and its sister sciences. Since its founding, Phi Delta Chi has chartered 55 undergraduate chapters and initiated over 20,000 members. The Alpha Delta Chapter of Phi Delta Chi was chartered in 1925 at MCV.

This year has been an active one for PDC. We sponsored a used book sale in the early part of the year and manned drug abuse booths at the state fair in October. We also participated in National Pharmacy Week and Poison Prevention Week. In the fall, we had a "Back to School" Dance at Bon Air, and a rush dance at the Elks Home. With KE, we gave a Christmas party for underprivileged children. The formal banquet in the spring is the major social event of the year. This event marks the full acceptance of the new pledges into the fellowship of the fraternity. Other activities include sending representatives to the South-Eastern Regional Convention of PDC and to the Grand Council in New Orleans during June 13-17.
In Memoriam

Charles D. Corder Jr.

Class of 1970
Medical Technology just ain't what it used to be . . . registration turned into sandals, long hair, and blurred horizons . . . carnations and cards on your birthday . . . pants uniforms . . . chocolate chip mint ice cream . . . ninth floor parties and uninvited complaints . . . lost in the steam tunnels with a tray full of stat tubes . . . hematology proficiency tests . . . the pain of ham and cheese for two months of rotation . . . baggy blues . . . art studio in the back of the classroom . . . sticking an North 2 (ahh! what fun) . . . cheese parties, watermelon feasts, picnics, and Sister Margaret's cider . . . the good guys versus the rah-rahs . . . weddings and engagements . . . articulate lectures . . . 25c per month . . . Bear, Palooza, and Ricketts, doctors and dentists . . . state car luxury liners . . . understanding the meaning of visitation, weekend and otherwise . . . Bali Hai . . . professionalism counts as long as it's white, black, or navy . . . all you ever needed to know about instrumentation in one week . . . the art of mastering a bleeding and clotting time without the benefit of a stop watch . . . P.T.'s, nurses, and med. students, all part of our fan club — yes, Medical Technology just ain't what it used to be — and we love it!
BETTE SUSAN BAHEN  
Richmond, Virginia  
Mary Washington College.

LESLIE CARSON COLBURN  
Bridgeton, New Jersey  
University of New Hampshire.

JEAN MARIE CLARK  
Richmond, Virginia  
Virginia Union.

SCOTTY COLE DOYLE  
South Boston, Virginia  
Madison College, V.C.U.

PENNY A. FALKOWITZ  
Silver Spring, Maryland  
Mary Washington College  
Class Vice-President.

BARBARA JANE FOARD  
Manchester, Maryland  
Wheaton College, V.C.U.  
Honor Council Representative.

ELIZABETH FRANCES GROVE  
Grottoes, Virginia  
Madison College.

ASTRID WALTER HARRIS  
Rochester, New York  
Westhampton College  
B.S. Biology.
And it's another wild med tech bash!

Glad to see that Ricket's orthopedic shoes finally arrived.

SUSAN DOWNING
HENSHAW
Mechanicsville, Virginia
William and Mary
B.S.

BARBARA HOPKINS
Richmond, Virginia
William and Mary
B.S.

JOANNA ENGLEHART LAST
Richmond, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.A.

PATRICIA LOUGHRAN
Lynchburg, Virginia
Longwood College.

LYNNE MARIE HUDSON
Richmond, Virginia
Madison College.

HELEN MARGARET LUTZ
Arlington, Virginia
Madison College
Class Historian.

JANICE D. KULP
Souderton, Pennsylvania
Eastern Mennonite College.

MARGARET ELIZABETH MOSS
Fredericksburg, Virginia
Mary Washington.

HELEN MARGARET LUTZ
Arlington, Virginia
Madison College
Class Historian.

JANICE D. KULP
Souderton, Pennsylvania
Eastern Mennonite College.

MARGARET ELIZABETH MOSS
Fredericksburg, Virginia
Mary Washington.
Ninth floor breaks a path for cooperation between nurses and med techs.

Leaders in the crusade for Professionalism.

DORIS LOUISE PICKELS
Richmond, Virginia
Westhampton College.

VIVIAN GAY PLUNKETT
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
B.S. Biology.

SANDRA LYNN SHERROD
Richmond, Virginia
Mary Washington College
Student Council.

PATRICIA M. PRIBISCO
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
Broward Jr. College, Barry College, Florida State University
Associate in Science
Class Secretary-Treasurer.

SISTER MARGARET RIVNYAK
Bridgeport, Connecticut
Morillac College
B.S.
Class President.

BARBARA ANN SERVONSKY
West Point, Virginia
Westhampton College.

VIRGINIA HITE SHULL
Middletown, Virginia
Mary Washington College.

SUE LOWRY SIMULCIK
Fredericksburg, Virginia
V.C.U., Mary Washington.
Top: The world mourns for Jonis Joplin.
Bottom: And here we have Miss 9th floor of 1971.

JOYCE ANN STROOP
Harrisonburg, Virginia
William and Mary
B.S. Biology.

ERMA ELAINE WENGER
Dayton, Virginia
Madison College.

JOYCE ELAINE WINTERS
Miami, Florida
Eastern Mennonite College.

NANCY KIMBERLIN TAYLOR
Windsor, Illinois
Millikin University, Randolph-Macon Women's College, Medical College of Virginia School of Nursing.

DEBORAH GAYLE WESSON
Richmond, Virginia
Westhampton College.

LYNNE PLUNKETT WRIGHT
Annandale, Virginia
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
B.S. Biology.

VALERIE HENSON TILSON
Petersburg, Virginia
Randolph-Macon Women's College, V.C.U.
B.S. Biology.

DORIS JEAN WILLIAMS
Newport News, Virginia
Mary Washington College
Athletic Representative.

LINDA SUSAN ZIRKLE
Salem, Virginia
Madison College.
Seven of us — freshman all; what is Hibbs; Psych, sociology, math, English, et al — Rad. Tech? — "Enjoy your chewing gum ladies." — one Marine, one GI, one Coast Guard Reserve (whoops!) — stump jumper — Lassie and Fury — the Valley you know, Shenandoah! — lost 4, won 1 — summer slave session — (What am I doing here?)

Two months a sophomore, now a junior — P.70's (WOW!) — sauna, anyone — XR 71 GROUP — "gator hall" — no, these are not earrings, I have warts on my earlobes — July wedding — Uncle Sam wants YOUR guy for Korea — are the King's Inn? — who lives at the Greenbrier?

The Fearless Four — lonely days, lonely nights, where would I be without my anode — no more nights, all DAYS — give us an answer (any answer will do) — it's easy to get your degree, just pass BOARDS — C. T. — conspiracy vs. W.W. Lounge Groups — if he's railing that hip, Sugar, there just ain't no way — The Bomb — finally, something to study — Grand Finale, the Registry — June 5, 1971, yesterday MCV, tomorrow the World!
There isn't much money in X-Ray so...

Two more forms and I'll qualify for my major in Journalism.

Always said those R'Ts were one of the saner schools.

They said it couldn't be done.
Radiological Technology 1972

Left to right: Martha Pennington — President; David Dillard — Vice President; Donna Farmer — Secretary-Treasurer.

My gosh, how do we get the darn thing back in?

Donna Crumpler  Dave Dillard  Darothy Kelly  Martha Pennington  Linda Tew

Hear no evil, speak no evil, and do no evil, and your life will be boring!

Don't you wish you knew what I know?

Hey, only one more year and I can take over.

Naw this party's gonna come alive!
The "Group"

Left: A typical day in the dept.
Right: "Let's see — 900MA, 600 KVP might do it."

"What do you mean, what is it?"
The continuation of our history for 1971 includes the six of us back again for a Final year... TABLE clinics... trips to Roanoke and D.C. ... a design of a pin... Christmas cocktails... new patients and old mouths... pantsuits... tumor board... night classes... "that's a BIG son of a gun"... whiskey sours... Big Ed... Charlie Tunafish... Accreditation... Diamonds... 3 for June... C&Y... packing lunches... cold duck for Kathy... Parking tickets... new jobs... broken toes... Genetics... caries control... late cakes... new guys... candies... boards... exams — GRADUATION!!!
JANET ANN COPELAND  
Camden, South Carolina  
Roanoke College  
Jr. ADHA; Class President (70-71).

DEIRDRE AILEEN FELCLIN  
McLean, Virginia  
Marymount College  
A.A.  
Jr. ADHA; Historian (70-71); Secretary-Treasurer (69-70); Resident Assistant (70-71).

LESKA BELL GIBSON  
Meredithville, Virginia  
William and Mary  
Jr. ADHA; Treasurer (70-71); President (69-70).

KATHRYN ANNE HUFF  
Rochester, New York  
Averett College  
Jr. ADHA; Vice-President (70-71).

MARGARET ELLEN JACKSON  
Hillsville, Virginia  
Emory and Henry  
Jr. ADHA; Secretary (70-71).

JAN ELLEN MILNER  
Vienna, Virginia  
Westhampton College  
Jr. ADHA; Student Government Representative (69-71); Honor Council Representative (69-71).

One more way to utilize an assistant.
Dental Hygiene 1972

Left to Right: Vice-President — Carolyn Flanary, President — Lynn Mundy

Marie Arnold
Carolyn Flanary
Jackie Jackson
Lynn Mundy

Open up you dummy.

Our expert on handwashing technique.
Left to Right: Donna Stowers — President; Kathy Johnson — Secretary-Treasurer; Pam King — Vice President.

The Neuromuscular Skeletal system . . . wet and dry epithelial tissue . . . the luxury of massage lab . . . People . . . Patients . . . Patience . . . water games in the therapeutic pool . . . being derailed from Miss Hirt's train of thought . . . Becoming a part of the Team Approach . . . learning faith in your ability . . . going home for Christmas . . . deciding to come back . . . the sweet smelling basement of old Sheltering Arms . . . learning about bedpans and Scultetus's Binder . . . calling mid-term exams "small quizzes" . . . seeing your patient improve . . . belonging to the APTA . . . spontaneous parties . . . Sound and Light . . . Engagement rings and weddings . . . looking forward to clinical affiliation which represents a trial run . . . Graduation!!! . . . transition from student to R.P.T.
LINDA MARIE BLANKENBECKLER
Bristol, Tennessee
Virginia Commonwealth University
Honor Council; APTA 3, 4.

JANE FRANCES BRADY
Falls Church, Virginia
Mary Washington College
APTA 3, 4.

ANN R. CARSON
Raleigh, North Carolina
Westhampton College
APTA 3, 4; VPTA Representative; Publicity Chairman, Open House 3.

ELIZABETH ANN DELAHOUSSAYE
New Orleans, Louisiana
Louisiana State University
APTA 3, 4.

SUSAN M. DENTON
Sterling, Virginia
Baylor University, George Mason
Class Historian 3, 4; APTA 3, 4.

CYNTHIA SUE FORREST
Spartanburg, South Carolina
University of North Carolina
Vice-President 3; APTA 3, 4.

DEBORAH ANNE GARDNER
Walterboro, South Carolina
University of South Carolina
VPTA 3, 4.

WENDELIN JEAN GOTT
Cotuit, Massachusetts
University of New Hampshire
VPTA Representative 3; APTA 3, 4.

JANET LYNN GWYER
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Student Government Representative 3, 4; SGA Secretary 4; APTA 3, 4.

Romeo, Wherefore art thou?

Just a lap full of happiness!
ROBERT ALLAN HABASEVICH
Clark, New Jersey
VII
B.A.
Intramurals, APTA 3, 4; President, Sound and Lights.

KATHRYN ANNE JOHNSON
Bowie, Maryland
Old Dominion College
Secretary-Treasurer 3, 4; APTA 3, 4.

ROBERT BURNHAM HARRISON
Henderson, North Carolina
East Carolina
Intramurals; APTA 3, 4; Athletic Council Representative 3, 4.

NANCY AVERILL KEITH
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey
Mary Washington College
APTA 3, 4; Class President 3.

Another rough night of study, study, study!

BETTY ANN HORTON
Jonesville, Virginia
East Tennessee State
APTA 3, 4.

PAMELA JEAN KING
Hyattsville, Maryland
University of Maryland
Vice-President 4; APTA.

MARY ELLEN LOVING
Fishersville, Virginia
St. Andrew Presbyterian College
APTA 3, 4.

LINDA R. JEFFERSON
Milford, Delaware
VCU
APTA 3, 4; X-Ray Representative 3.

MARGARET ELLEN LATHEM
Hartsville, South Carolina
Clemson University
Secretary-Treasurer 4; APTA 3, 4.

BARBARA JEAN O'KENNON
Petersburg, Virginia
Richard Bland College
A.A.
APTA 3, 4.
JENNIFER LEIGH PERKINS
Williamsburg, Virginia
Longwood College
APTA, 3, 4.

JOSEPH RANDAL WALKER
Danville, Virginia
VPI
School President 4; Intramurals, APTA, 3, 4.

DONNA JEAN STowers
Arlington, Virginia
George Mason College
Class President, 4; APTA, 3, 4.

DIANE COMER WALTON
Stanley, Virginia
Mary Washington
APTA, 3, 4.

SUSAN STEPHENS VANN
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion
APTA, 3, 4.

LINDA O. WALTON
Bedford, Virginia
Longwood College
APTA; Wives Club, Delta Sigma Delta.

DONNA JEAN STowers
Arlington, Virginia
George Mason College
Class President, 4; APTA, 3, 4.

DIANE COMER WALTON
Stanley, Virginia
Mary Washington
APTA, 3, 4.

SUSAN STEPHENS VANN
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion
APTA, 3, 4.

LINDA O. WALTON
Bedford, Virginia
Longwood College
APTA; Wives Club, Delta Sigma Delta.

JANICE CHRISTINE VAUGHAN
Richmond, Virginia
Mary Washington College
APTA, 3, 4.

JANE DIXON WATERS
Chilhowie, Virginia
Longwood College
APTA, 3, 4.

Upper Left: Oral Anatomy, anyone?
Right: Fu Manchu is at it again.
Mom, I want you to meet my new roommate.

Physical Therapy 1972

Left to Right: Pete Lukowski — President; Joanna Moore — Secretary-Treasurer; Dwight Miller — Vice-President
William Hudgins
Larry Jenkins

Pete Lukowski
Janet Marcuson

Jody McCullach
Ann Meanerhan

Dwight Miller
Janice Minnich

Joanna Moore
Debbie Mountcastle

Patricia Neely
Diana Pauley

He'll be the only guy in school with his own knitted orange book cover.

The Master spares again!

"The professional dress code of the School of Physical Therapy is as follows . . ."
The seventh floor Cabaniss Hall gang with their "greenies," on.

It's not that she's got too much makeup on, or anything like that . . .

From the price of these diamonds, she'll be lucky to get something from Waalworth's.

Water polo is just balls of fun!
My own personal devil to make me do things.

You don't say.

The PT effort to Keep America Beautiful!

A new hairdo just works wonders for the personality.

And this is a... or is it a...?

Pinball Wizard.

I'll buy the negatives.
I'll buy the negatives!!!
Nine months of academic work — dreams of "how it will be in my hospital" ... a second phase — residency of twelve months — work with a preceptor — an actual hospital. Monthly seminars on campus; hard for those who work in Pennsylvania . . . projects, gossip, sharing and company — a convention in itself . . . After two years . . . study and practice . . . A Master of Hospital Administration degree — was it worth it . . . A future based on past and present . . . an awareness of duties and responsibilities . . . all with one goal in mind — "BPC" — Better Patient Care.
PAUL JACKSON AUSTIN, JR.
Irvington, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.A.
Intramurals.

DON PYLE BAGWELL, JR.
Halifax, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.S., B.

BRUCE CHARLES BALDWIN
Crozet, Virginia
Randolph-Macon
B.A.
Intramurals.

JAMES CATLIN BARNETT
Danville, Virginia
Randolph-Macon
B.A.
Hanor Council; Intramurals.

HAROLD WILLIAM BOYER
Charleston, Mississippi
Mississippi State
A.S., B.S.
Hanor Council; Intramurals.

PHILLIP DANIEL BROOKS
Charlottesville, Virginia
Norfolk State College
B.S.
Intramurals.

WILLIAM ARTHUR BURNS
Hampton, Virginia
Furman University
B.S.
Student Council; Intramurals.

WILLIAM HENLEY DOWNING
Lottsburg, Virginia
University of Richmond
B.S.
Class Social Chairman; Intramurals; Sigma Epsi-
lon Chi.

FRANKLIN DEE GOLDBERG
South Bend, Indiana
Indiana University
B.S.

ELIZABETH J. GORDON
Towson, Maryland
Washington College
B.A.
Class Historian.

BILL ARMISTEAD GRAVELY, JR.
Norfolk, Virginia
Old Dominion
B.S.

STEPHEN A. JONAS, JR.
Nanticoke, Pennsylvania
Kings College
B.A.
Intramurals.
HAROLD ELBERT KNIGHT III
Washington, D. C.
George Mason College, B.A.
Basketball.

JAMES R. MADORY
Staten Island
Syracuse University, B.S.

JOHN GARDINER LARSON
Richmond, Virginia
University of Richmond, B.S.
Football, Basketball.

THOMAS PETER O'NEAL
Freehold, New Jersey
Rutgers University, B.A.
Basketball, Softball.

CHARLES LONCHAR
Weirton, West Virginia
West Virginia University, B.S.
X-Ray Representative, Basketball, Softball.

ALAN TERRENCE PENN
Richmond, Virginia
East Carolina, A.A., B.A.
Student Council; Allied Health Representative at Dr. Brandt's Inauguration.

WICKLIFFE SANFORD LYNE
Newark, Delaware
Hampden-Sydney, B.S.
Intramurals.

RICHARD ALLEN REIF JR.
Baltimore, Maryland
University of Maryland, B.S.
Football, Basketball.

MITCHELL BURDETTE SMITH
Lumberton, North Carolina
Clemson University, B.S.
Intramurals.

"OK guys, it's third and forty. What do we do now."
Oysters and beer — the only way to fly.

Life in the country? Ah, rural bliss.
Hospital Administration 1972

John Gorman
Creighton Likes
Lana Waite

Peter Betts
John Desmarais
Fred Hughes

Donald Boone
Hartley Drannen
Edwin Hurysz

Archie Bruns
Dave Federowicz
Creighton Likes

William Bryant
John Gorman
William Mayne

Frank Butler
Rachel Harris
David Moses

Charles Copenhagen
James Hubbell
Bartholomew Myles
Whatcha mean you thought it was a parachute?

They never told me hospital administration would be like this.
Graduate Studies

Graduate students... 1st year is spent in confusion... who to get for research advisor... proposed research topic... alcohol dehydrogenase... a search for knowledge not easily satisfied... many courses in many departments... did he say start the whole project again... whoever thought so much could go wrong with a simple project... A PHD in less than ten years... it takes more than 2 months to do a thesis... The end of graduate school is a whole new beginning... opening new worlds and new experiences!
I'll pick Texas to win by seven.
Arnold Goldman
George Goode
Calvin Green
James Green
Dorothy Greenhouse

Joseph Gregorek
Gail Halsey
Robert Harris
Marilyn Hatch
Anne Hatfield

Patricia Hawk
Michael Hogye
Danna-Beth Howe
Mary Ann Hubbard
Haywood Hughes

I'll see you and raise you twenty

Cutting these thin sections are a real pain in the gluteus maximus!
Think I'll punt graduate studies and become a barber.

Ole!
What button do I push next?
Delta Sigma Delta Rush Party

What's the matter Bob?

Student nurses by day, weirdos by night.

What does a straight line on this thing mean?

Sure I'm crazy about school. Doesn't it show?

This place is so bad that you begin to climb the walls!

The School of Pharmacy and The School of Dentistry unite.
Thrombus, M-73 mascot.

Ooh, that tickles!

After studying pathology, Tommy is a candidate for Central State.

Think I’ll give up nursing and be a singer — it beats bed pans and chapped hands.

Don’t bug me — I’m catharsing.
Pshaw!!

Country Dick stomps out another tune.

Well, we lost another one.

After we finish this one, Dr. Lower needs help on a transplant in #6.

Boy, you never know what you'll meet in the woods these days.
Life is just a broken leg on ice skates.

The agony of Central Registration!!!

And I'll meet you afterwards, just as soon as I ditch my date.

I don't care what you say — I still don't think 7 Queens is a legal hand.
Look out, baby, cause here I come!

Well, I blew that experiment.

OK, now smile pretty for the camera.

I don't care if you did see 5 Aces — keep your mouth shut!

What Path test??
Acknowledgements

February 8, 1971; 4:00 A.M. Now that I have, I hope, beaten the deadline to send off the 1971 X-Ray to Taylor Publishing Company, my blurred mind is too tired to write a graceful farewell note. The past year has been the most challenging, and frustrating of my life. There have been some high spots and low spots — mostly low spots; disappointment followed by achievement.

My sincere thanks to everyone who contributed in any way to the 1971 X-Ray. Special thanks to my assistant editor, my section editors, their helpers, and the business staff for their time and hard work. My appreciation to Murray Bartlestone of Rappoport Studios for his assistance with the photography in the book. I am grateful to Dean Bacon, Mr. William Robertsan, Mrs. Louise King, and Miss Joann Spitler for the help they have given me in putting together this annual. And last, but not least, I would like to give special thanks to Danny DeFalco and Bud Rose of Taylor Publishing Company for their creative ideas and constant support. (I'll never forget Dallas or Jeff).

My apologies for misspelled names, unflattering pictures and any other errors involving one's self image.

Shrimp Ryan — Editor

P.S. I would especially like to thank my roommate, Ann White, for putting up with my grumpy moods during this whole year.
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Bioblend® Teeth make any denture look more natural.
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Becoming a doctor is a full-time job. So a busy young MD-to-be needs a financial partner he can count on. And The Bank of Virginia has just what the doctor ordered: every banking service you'll ever need, from regular and automatic savings accounts to checking and loans. So whenever it's a question of money, turn to The Bank. You're going places. And we'd be proud to help you get there.

The Bank of Virginia
11th & Marshall Streets
Member Virginia Commonwealth Bankshares
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Compliments of
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Alexandria 8
Annandale 2
Arlington 8
Bailey's Cross Road 1
Centerville 1
Chantilly 1
Charlottesville 1
Chesapeake 3
Colonial Heights 1
Danville 2
Fairfax 2
Falls Church 2
Fredericksburg 4
Galax 1
Hampton 3
Harrisonburg 2
Herndon 1
Leesburg 1
Lynchburg 1
Manassas 2
Martinsville 1
McLean 1
Newport News 2
Norfolk 11
Petersburg 1
Portsmouth 3
Pulaski 1
Richmond 10
Roanoke 6
Seven Corners 1
Springfield 3
Staunton 2
Sterling Park 1
Suffolk 2
Tysons Corner 1
Vienna 1
Virginia Beach 3
Waynesboro 1
Winchester 2
Woodbridge 2
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Vepco's first commercial atomic power station is now under construction in Surry County, Virginia. In the new Information Center overlooking the site, you will see an excellent slide presentation, fascinating exhibits, and a working model of the reactor. (And from the balcony, you can watch them assemble the real thing.) Open 10 AM to 4 PM Monday through Saturday and 1 PM to 6 PM on Sunday. For tour information call 771-3194 in Richmond.
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INSURANCE COMPANY
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Knowledgeable Help in Office Planning

Our broad experience enables us to help you choose a location and an office design that will be ideal for your practice. Let us tell you about our complete Office Planning Service. Available to all Dental Students.

L. D. CAULK
Litton Dental Division
Litton Medical Products Inc., Litton Industries

NORFOLK
255 W. Bute St.
(703) 622-3639

ROANOKE
3026 Wentworth Ave., N.W.
(703) 362-1664

RICHMOND
4116 Fitzhugh
(703) 353-2766

LAUREL (Maryland)
3200 Ft. Mead Rd.
(301) 953-2244

Forever yours.
Your Balfour class ring is not for today or tomorrow. It’s for ever — a lasting reminder that you belong to this one class, graduating this one year, from this one school. Congratulations and best wishes from

CHARLES C. MOTLEY
3110 West Marshall Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230

representing
Balfour Company
Jewelry's Finest Craftsmen

THE GAY 90'S
Prime Ribs—Fresh Seafood—Homemade Food—Nightly Entertainment
4800 Forest Hill Ave.
Richmond, Virginia
233-1781